Abstract. We address the fundamental distributed problem of leader election in ad hoc radio networks modeled as undirected graphs. Nodes are stations having distinct integer labels, and each node knows only its own label and a polynomial upper bound on all labels. A signal from a transmitting node reaches all neighbors. What distinguishes radio networks from message-passing networks is that a message is received successfully by a node, if and only if, exactly one of its neighbors transmits in this round. If two neighbors of a node transmit simultaneously in a given round, none of the messages is heard by the receiving node. In this case we say that a collision occurred at this node.
Introduction
The background and the problem. A radio network is modeled as an n-node undirected graph whose nodes are stations having distinct labels. Labels are integers from an interval {1,...,N}, where N = O(n γ ), for a constant γ > 1. We consider ad hoc networks in which each node knows only its own label and an upper bound N on all labels, but does not know the topology of the network or its size. Nodes do not even know their immediate neighborhood or their degree. Communication proceeds in synchronous rounds. In each round each node acts either as a transmitter or as a receiver. Related work. Algorithmic aspects of radio communication in networks of arbitrary topology have been intensely studied in the last two decades, starting with the seminal paper [4] . A lot of attention has been devoted to efficient algorithms for such tasks as broadcasting, in particular in ad hoc radio networks, both in the deterministic [7, 8, 9] and in the randomized [1, 8, 19, 20] setting. The above papers do not assume collision detection. The model with collision detection has been less studied in the context of radio broadcasting: cf. [5] for arbitrary networks and [10] for geometric networks.
Leader election, which is the task considered in the present paper, is a classic topic in distributed computing, and has been widely studied in the early history of this domain (cf. [21] ). Most of the results on leader election in the radio model concern single-hop networks of known size n. Some of these results were originally obtained for other distributed problems but have corollaries for leader election. For the time of deterministic leader election without collision detection, matching bounds Ω(n log n) and O(n log n) follow from [7] , with the upper bound being non-constructive. A constructive upper bound O(n polylog(n)) follows from [15] . For the time of deterministic algorithms with collision detection, matching bounds are also known: Ω(log n) follows from [13] , and O(log n) follows from [3, 14, 24] . For the expected time of randomized algorithms without collision detection, the same matching bounds are known: Ω(log n) follows from [20] and O(log n) from [2] . Finally, randomized leader election with collision detection can be done faster: matching bounds Ω(log log n) (for fair protocols) and O(log log n) were proved in [25] . For more references and a detailed study of classes of randomized protocols and energy issues for leader election in single-hop networks, see [16, 22] .
For leader election in arbitrary networks results are much less complete. The best bounds on the time of deterministic algorithms without collision detection are Ω(n log n) (by applying techniques from [7] ) and O(n log 3 n) [6] , respectively. To the best of our knowledge, no results are published for deterministic leader election with collision detection, but the lower bound Ω(n) and the upper bound O(n log n) are folklore (see, respectively, Proposition 1 and the procedure L Elect(X, k) taken in case k = n + 1).
Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, [m] denotes the set {1,...,m}, for any positive integer m. A linear upper bound on the number of nodes in the graph is denoted by n, and all labels of nodes are integers from the interval [N] , where N = O(n γ ), for a constant γ > 1. Without loss of generality we assume that N is a power of 2. All logarithms are to the base of 2. We denote = log N + 1 and assume that labels of nodes are binary strings of length . The notation polylog(m) stands for O(log a m), for some constant a > 1. The following folklore result gives a lower bound on the time of deterministic leader election. It holds even for less restrictive models than that of radio communication, e.g., for the message passing model and even if each station obtains parameters n and N as a part of the input.
Proposition 1. Every deterministic algorithm solving the leader election problem in arbitrary networks requires time Ω(n) on some n node networks.
It turns out that in networks without collision detection a stronger lower bound can be proved. An application of combinatorial tools developed in [7] to the leader election problem gives the following lower bound. Proposition 2. Every deterministic algorithm solving the leader election problem in arbitrary n-node radio networks without collision detection requires time Ω(n log n) on some network.
We say that a (combinatorial) data structure is explicitly constructed if there is an algorithm computing this structure in time polynomial in the size of the structure. We will use the following combinatorial notions.
of size at most k, and for every element z ∈ Z, there exists a set F ∈ F such that Z ∩ F = {z}. Notice that strongly selective families are equivalent to the well studied superimposed codes (cf. [17] ) and have applications in many domains of computer science, ranging from pattern matching to circuit complexity.
Proposition 3 ([11]). For any integers k ≤ m there exists an explicitly constructed (m, k)-strongly selective family of size O(k 2 log m).
Strongly-selective families can be used by nodes to learn their neighborhood in a distributed way. This process, however, is not very fast if neighborhoods are large, due to a lower bound Ω(min{m, k 2 } log k m) on the size of such families [7] . In our algorithms only nodes with relatively small degrees learn their neighborhoods using stronglyselective families of size O(n), however this requires a distributed procedure of checking in time O(n) whether a node has a desirably small, or rather a large degree. In order to make such a local classification of nodes, we introduce a new combinatorial structure called a fuzzy-separating family. It will be an important tool in our distributed cluster- We use the following terminology, introduced in [5] . A node v acting as a receiver in a given round hears signal µ, if at least one of its in-neighbors acts as a transmitter, i.e., if v hears a message or if there is a collision at v in this round. Otherwise (if no in-neighbor of v acts as a transmitter), v hears silence. A contact message is a fixed one-bit signal. A k-neighborhood of a node is the set of all nodes at distance at most k from it. A 1-neighborhood is simply called neighborhood.
Due to lack of space, the proofs of Proposition 2 and Lemma 1, as well as the correctness and complexity analysis of the algorithms, are omitted.
The Algorithm
We present a deterministic leader election algorithm working in time O(n) on graphs with at most n nodes. We proceed in four steps. We first describe three procedures used in the description of the algorithm. Then we present an auxiliary leader election algorithm working under the additional assumptions that each node knows its neighborhood and knows the linear upper bound n on the number of nodes. (If the nodes know their neighborhood then leader election is much simpler then without this information.) Later we describe our main algorithm working without the first assumption (and using the auxiliary algorithm as an ingredient). Finally, we show how the second assumption (about knowledge of n) can be removed.
In the algorithm description we use the well-known concept of multiplexing of procedures. By multiplexing we mean that the execution of a procedure, described as a sequence of consecutive steps, will be interleaved with the execution of other procedures needed to complete the task. Disjoint time threads (which are sets of rounds) are reserved to participating procedures (e.g., odd and even rounds for two procedures, and in general, each step of x threads is run every x rounds). Multiplexing serves mainly to avoid collisions between transmissions from different procedures.
We will use two types of entities issued by nodes: tokens and agents. Tokens are labeled with the label of the issuing node. During the algorithm they are "shown" to other nodes. Each node keeps in its memory the maximum of its own label and of all labels of tokens it has seen to date; smaller labels are forgotten. At the end, all nodes elect as the leader the node with the label corresponding to this maximum (which is updated many times by nodes during the algorithm execution). The crucial difficulty of the algorithm is how to circulate these tokens. One way is well known in leader election algorithms: tokens follow a prescribed route from node to neighbor (a DFS route in our case). For this type of token circulation we use agents; messages that carry tokens and serve as vehicles following a prescribed DFS route in some part of the graph. Unfortunately, not in all parts such a DFS route is known (recall that, in our main algorithm, nodes do not know their neighborhood), and hence we also have to use remote transmissions of tokens, bit by bit, using collision detection. Choosing the right way of communicating labels in each part of the graph and combining these two ways of communication, avoiding the danger of unwanted interferences, is the main novelty of our algorithm and its main technical difficulty.
To overcome this difficulty we introduce several new algorithmic ideas and tools. The first is a fast classification of nodes according to their degree. This classification into nodes of small and of large degrees is "fuzzy" (nodes of intermediate degrees may be classified either way), but is sufficient for our purposes and can be done fast. To this end we use small fuzzy separating families constructed in the previous section. Then we partition the entire graph into clusters, in a distributed way, according to degrees of nodes and to the sizes of connected components spanned by nodes of small and of large degrees. This partitioning is crucial, as token circulation is done differently in each type of clusters. Next, we elect representatives, one in each cluster. Among those, in turn, we elect O(log N) local leaders which include the (yet unknown) node with the largest label. The final leader election is performed among these local leaders: their tokens are shown to all nodes using several ways of circulation, depending on the type of cluster. In order to keep the total time linear, it is crucial that the number of local leaders be small; indeed, the time of this last phase has a polylogarithmic overhead with respect to the number of contenders. The danger of unwanted interferences forces us to use different time threads for internal communication in each type of clusters and for inter-cluster communication.
Basic Procedures
In the description of the algorithm we will use the following procedures.
procedure standard DFS This procedure operates under the assumption that all nodes of the graph know their immediate neighborhood. The procedure is initiated at some node of the graph which issues an agent carrying a token. A time limit for the duration of the procedure is determined from the outset and implemented by a counter carried by the agent. The token is passed between neighbors in a DFS manner by this agent, always to the yet unvisited neighbor with lowest label. Token transfer is done in one round by sending the agent by the node currently hosting it: the agent is a message containing the token, the counter and labels of the sending and of the receiving node. The procedure is either carried out for the specified amount of time without visiting all nodes, and then the agent comes back to the initiating node, using the DFS path in the opposite direction, or the procedure is repeated cyclicly for the specified amount of time. In the first case we say that DFS was unsuccessful, in the second case that it was successful. procedure blind DFS This procedure operates without the assumption that all nodes of the graph know their neighborhood. The only difference with respect to standard DFS is the choice of the node to which the agent goes next. Since nodes do not know their neighbors, the yet unvisited neighbor with smallest label is discovered using collision detection, in a binary search fashion. This discovery takes 2 = O(log N) = O(log n) rounds and proceeds as follows. In the first step, the node hosting the agent asks all yet unvisited neighbors to transmit their labels. If it heard silence, the agent is sent back to its DFS parent. If it heard noise, it asks all yet unvisited neighbors with labels in the interval [1, N/2] to transmit their labels. Then, depending on whether it heard noise, silence, or a message, it asks all yet unvisited neighbors with labels in the interval [1, N/4] (resp. [N/2 + 1, 3N/4]) to transmit their labels, or selects the yet unvisited neighbor with smallest label and stops (if a message from some node is heard). After 2 = O(log N) = O(log n) rounds, the yet unvisited neighbor with smallest label is discovered and the agent is sent to it in the next round. In total, 2 + 1 rounds are needed to go to the next node in the DFS route. As before, blind DFS can be successful or not.
procedure L Elect(X, k) This procedure uses two parameters: the set X of participating nodes in the graph and the depth k. The goal is to select at least one and at most 2n/k local leaders among nodes in X. Each local leader is the node from X which has the largest label among all nodes from X at distance at most k from it. The procedure proceeds in stages, each using k rounds. Every time a node calls procedure L Elect(X, k), it must know two things: whether it belongs to set X or not, and what is the value of the parameter k. This condition will be satisfied in all applications of procedure L Elect in our leader election algorithms.
At the beginning of the procedure all nodes in X have status qualified, and the goal is that at the end of the stage only local leaders keep this status. In the first round of stage i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ , each qualified node with the ith bit of its label equal to 1 transmits the contact message. In round j > 1 of stage i ≤ , where 1 < j ≤ k, every node of the graph that heard signal µ in the previous round transmits the contact message. At the end of stage i, the following update is done: if a qualified node has not transmitted in the first round of the stage and it heard signal µ during this stage, it becomes non-qualified. A qualified node becomes a local leader at the end of the last stage of the procedure.
The Auxiliary Algorithm
We first present the auxiliary algorithm Known Neighb LE that elects a leader under the additional assumption that each node knows labels of all its neighbors. It also gets parameters n and N as a part of the input. The algorithm consists of two parts. In the first part O(log n) local leaders are elected using procedure L Elect. In the second part a unique final leader is elected among local leaders by passing tokens initiated by all local leaders in a DFS manner and eliminating tokens initiated at local leaders with smaller labels. The finally elected leader is the node with the largest label among all nodes. The novelty of our approach is in stopping the leader election process started in the first part, some time before finishing it (which results in selecting slightly more local leaders instead of one leader, but in a shorter time), and finishing the process in the second part, using a different approach based on remote token elimination (which is another new technique introduced in this paper). Algorithm Known Neighb LE Part 1. Election of local leaders Call procedure L Elect(X, k) for X equal to the set of all nodes in the graph and k = 2n log N . The output is the nonempty set Y of at most log N local leaders: nodes in Y get the status local leader and all other nodes in the graph get the status non local leader.
Part 2. Remote token elimination
This part is organized in two time threads. In the first time thread each local leader runs standard DFS, stopping after the issued agent comes back to it having visited all nodes. The circulating agent issued by each local leader carries its token (the label of the issuing node) and the sequence of labels of all visited nodes. 1 Each action of passing the agent from node u currently hosting it to the next node v in the DFS route is carried out in blocks consisting of 3 rounds. In the first round of the block u proposes the agent to v, in the second round v confirms that it can receive it, in the third round u sends the agent to v (if it got confirmation). The second time thread is reserved for possible conflict resolution designed to eliminate all agents but one, if more than one agent is proposed to node v. This conflict resolution lasts 2 rounds and is performed in the second time thread, while the execution in the first time thread is halted (no action is performed until resolving the conflict). Thus execution in the second time thread is carried out in consecutive blocks of 2 rounds. Below we give the details of the execution in both time threads.
Part 2 lasts exactly 7n rounds. In the beginning of part 2 each node becomes non locked and starts executing thread 1 (it is idle in thread 2 until it becomes locked). Time thread 1: It is executed only by non locked nodes. A node that becomes non locked waits until the beginning of the next block of thread 1 and then starts its run. Recall that one block in which an agent is passed to the next node on the DFS route, or its host becomes locked, consists of three rounds. Round 1: If a node u holding an agent is not locked then it proposes the agent to the next node v on its DFS route. The message has format propose(u, v) and contains the agent. If the DFS route is finished (at the node issuing the agent) the node does nothing. Round 2: A node that receives a message propose (u, v) in the first round sends back a confirmation of the format confirm (v, u) , and if it hears a collision it sends the contact message (to "jam" the channel). Round 3:
-If a node u that proposed the agent to v in the first round receives the confirmation from v in the second round, it "passes" the agent to v: the agent is erased at u and v is now the node hosting the agent; otherwise (a collision, the contact message, or silence is heard) it sends an alert (the contact message) and becomes locked; -if a node v that sent the confirmation to node u in the second round receives an alert or hears a collision in the third round, it does not accept the proposed agent (the agent is not "passed" from u to v); otherwise (if it hears silence) it accepts the agent (the agent is "passed" from u to v; -if the token carried by the agent accepted by v is smaller than the largest token ever received by node v or smaller than its own label then the newly accepted agent is erased at v.
Time thread 2:
The execution in this time thread is performed only by locked nodes. A locked node (hosting an agent) initializes status to candidate. It waits until the end of the current block of 2 rounds in time thread 2 and performs the following procedure, similar to procedure L Elect, lasting the entire next block of 2 rounds in this time thread. At the end of the executed procedure the node becomes non locked.
procedure Conf Res -in round 2 j + 1, where 0 ≤ j < , if the node is a candidate and additionally the jth bit of the label of the token carried by the agent hosted by this node is 1 then the node transmits the contact message, otherwise it acts as a receiver; -in round 2 j + 2, where 0 ≤ j < , if the node heard signal µ in round 2 j + 1 then it transmits the contact message, otherwise it acts as a receiver; -if signal µ has been heard in round 2 j + 1 or 2 j + 2 by a candidate node that did not transmit in round 2 j + 1, where 0 ≤ j < , then it changes its status to non-candidate; -after 2 rounds, if a node is non-candidate then the agent hosted by the node is erased.
The Algorithm without Local Knowledge
We now present algorithm Ma LE, which does not assume that nodes know their neighbors, however it still assumes a known upper bound n on the number of nodes in the (unknown) network. (This assumption will in turn be removed at the end of this section.) While it is possible to elect a sublinear number of local leaders as before, the remote token elimination part must be different from that in algorithm Known Neighb LE, as it is impossible to use Standard DFS. In order to overcome this difficulty, we first add a new preprocessing part (Part 0) in which the entire graph is divided, in a distributed way, into clusters spanned by nodes of small and of large degrees, and further an additional size criterion is applied to classify clusters with nodes of large degrees. We call this newly introduced clustering the fuzzy-degree clustering, as it mainly depends on node degrees and the main combinatorial tool used to compute it are fuzzy separating families. In the first type of clusters, whose nodes have small degrees, it is possible to learn the neighborhood (using strongly selective families), and there we can build a DFS route visiting all the nodes of the cluster, which permits to eliminate tokens during the remote token elimination part, similarly as in algorithm Known Neighb LE. In the second type of clusters, which are of relatively small size, it may be too costly to learn neighborhoods, but still a DFS route can be built using the blind DFS procedure. In the third type of clusters, which are large and contain nodes of large degrees, a slightly different method must be used: tokens are eliminated using "waves of noise". In each cluster a representative is selected. Then local leaders are chosen, using procedure L Elect, from among representatives (Part 1). Next a more complex remote token elimination part (Part 2), working in parallel in previously prepared clusters and taking care of the difficulties mentioned above, permits to eliminate all local leaders except one. As before, the final leader is the node with the largest label. 2 polylog(N) ), given by Lemma 1. In the ith round of Stage 1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ α, nodes with labels in set F i transmit the contact message. By the definition of a fuzzy separating family, we get the following classification of nodes: nodes that heard silence during at most c rounds -we call such nodes large, and nodes that heard silence during more than c rounds -we call such nodes small. It can be proved that nodes of degree at least n 1/2 / log N are large and nodes of degree smaller than n 1/4 are small. Note that nodes of intermediate degree may be classified either as small or as large, due to the "fuzziness" of the separating family. This, however, will not affect our considerations.
Algorithm Ma LE Part 0. Computing fuzzy-degree clustering
In the ith round of Stage 2, for 1 ≤ i ≤ β, nodes with labels in set S i transmit their label. It can be easily proved that upon completion of this stage all small nodes have heard the message of each of their neighbors, and since small nodes know that they are small, each such node knows that it heard from all of its neighbors. Define white clusters to be connected components of the graph spanned by small nodes and red clusters to be connected components of the graph spanned by large nodes. Notice that red clusters have diameter at most 3n 3/4 . Stage 3. This stage is executed in two time threads: thread 1 for small nodes and thread 2 for large nodes. Time thread 1 (small nodes): Call algorithm Known Neighb LE in all white clusters in parallel, to elect a leader of each white cluster. (Recall that nodes in white clusters know all their neighbors.) Call the computed leader of each white cluster its representative. Time thread 2 (large nodes): Call procedure L Elect(X, k) in all red clusters in parallel, where X is the set of large nodes and k = 3n 3/4 . Since red clusters have diameter at most 3n 3/4 , this procedure elects a single node in each red cluster. Call this node the representative of the cluster.
Thus, upon completion of Stage 3, a unique representative is elected in each cluster. Stage 4. Each representative of a red cluster runs in parallel blind DFS for n rounds. If this DFS was successful (all nodes of the cluster were visited) the red cluster is recolored gray; if it was unsuccessful, the red cluster is re-colored black. Re-coloring is done in such a way that if blind DFS was successful, another run of blind DFS is initiated for n rounds by the representative whose agent carries the re-coloring message. If a node does not receive such an agent within the n rounds dedicated to this process, it re-colors itself black; otherwise it re-colors itself gray. At the end of the stage, the token issued by the representative comes back to it. Note that gray clusters are those clusters of large nodes that have sufficiently few nodes for blind DFS to visit all of them within time n, and black clusters are all other clusters of large nodes.
This concludes Part 0 of the algorithm. At the end of this part there are three types of clusters in the graph together with their representatives: (i) white, consisting of small nodes, in which a complete DFS route is established, (ii) gray, consisting of large nodes, in which a complete DFS route is established, and (iii) black, consisting of large nodes, in which DFS failed.
Part 1. Election of local leaders
Call procedure L Elect(X, k), for X equal to the set of all cluster representatives and k = 2n/ logN. The output is the nonempty set Y of at most log N local leaders: nodes in Y have status local leader and all other nodes in the graph have status non local leader.
Part 2. Remote token elimination
This part is devoted to eliminating all local leaders except one, which becomes the leader. As in the auxiliary algorithm Known Neighb LE, each local leader issues a token that has its label. Since local leaders are chosen among cluster representatives, there is at most one local leader per cluster. Unlike in the auxiliary algorithm, tokens are not always carried by agents. Instead, they are carried by an agent inside gray or white clusters, propagated using the procedure L Elect within black clusters, and transfered between clusters using the procedure Conf Res. In each white or gray cluster there is a single agent that carries the largest token met in the cluster and this agent moves along a DFS route fixed for the cluster by its representative. As usual, nodes forget all tokens except the largest one they have seen to date.
Part 2 is organized in four time threads: one thread for actions in each type of clusters (white, gray and black), and one thread for inter-cluster communication. We call these threads white, gray, black and inter-cluster, respectively. Each thread consists of 9n rounds. Only nodes with the color of a time thread participate in this thread, while others are idle. During the inter-cluster time thread all nodes are active. Recall that clusters of the same color are never neighboring (by an edge), hence in time threads dedicated to communication within clusters of the same color (either white or gray or black), nodes is one cluster do not interfere with nodes in other clusters of the same color (i.e., their transmissions do not cause collisions in nodes in other clusters of the same color). On the other hand, interferences between nodes of different colors, which may be neighboring by an edge, are avoided by the definition of "color" time threads. Time thread white/gray:
In white and gray clusters each representative sends an agent which travels cyclicly along the DFS route (prepared in Part 0). The agent carries some token which may change during its travel. In each round one step is done by the agent along the DFS route. If the representative is a local leader, the agent starts carrying the token with the representative's label, otherwise it starts carrying a default token 0. Whenever the agent visits a node that remembers a larger token (sent from a neighboring cluster), the currently carried token is destroyed and the larger token is further carried by the agent along the DFS route. Visiting nodes that remember smaller tokens than the one carried by the agent do not affect the carried token. Time thread black:
In black clusters, where there is no prepared route to circulate tokens, smaller tokens are eliminated remotely. This is done using procedure L Elect(X, k), where X is the set of all black nodes and k = 3n 3/4 , which is an upper bound on the diameter of a black cluster. Each node uses the largest of all labels it has seen as its name when running procedure L Elect(X, k). Let X be the set of nodes that remain qualified at the end of the procedure. Note that since k is the upper bound on the diameter of the black cluster, all nodes in X have seen the same largest label. Next the procedure L Elect(X , k) is run for set X and k = 3n 3/4 , and, similarly as before, nodes in X use the largest of all labels they have seen as their name in this procedure. During the execution of the procedure, all black nodes not in X additionally extract a label from the execution of the procedure. More precisely, a node writes 1 in position i of the binary representation if it hears signal µ in the ith stage of the procedure, otherwise it writes 0. All nodes of the cluster have now seen the same largest label. This block of 2k rounds, consisting of procedures L Elect(X, k) and L Elect(X , k), is repeated 9n/(2k ) times in the black time thread. Time thread inter-cluster:
Transferring tokens between clusters is done in the inter-cluster thread. It does not guarantee the transfer of every token, however the tokens which are located on the border of a cluster and are locally the largest ones will be successfully transfered to the neighboring clusters. Each node executes the following extended procedure Conf Res in a cyclic way. One cycle lasts 3 rounds. During the first 2 rounds the procedure Conf Res is run. At the beginning of this run, the node fixes its current token. At the end of the procedure, each node has status either candidate or non-candidate. In the remaining rounds each candidate node keeps transmitting control messages according to the label of its token (i.e., transmits only in rounds i such that there is 1 in position i). A node receiving signal µ in round i of the last rounds writes 1 in position i of its new token's label, otherwise it puts 0. At the end it compares the label of its new token with the ones arriving during the execution of the cycle and remembers only the maximal one. Theorem 1. Algorithm Ma LE elects a leader in any ad hoc radio network with at most n nodes in time O(n), assuming that all nodes know parameters n and N.
We finally extend the Ma LE algorithm, removing the assumption that a linear upper bound n on the number of nodes is known to stations a priori. We apply a standard doubling technique in which algorithm Ma LE is run under the assumptions that the number of participating nodes is at most 2 i , for consecutive integers i > 0, until the leader is successfully elected. We show that this happens not later than when the estimate 2 i becomes larger than n. Additionally, we implement a distributed procedure for checking whether this process should be stopped after the current run of algorithm Ma LE, or if it should be continued for subsequent powers of 2 as estimates for the number of nodes.
Theorem 2.
There exists an algorithm electing a leader in any ad-hoc n-node radio network in time O(n), for any unknown integer n > 0.
